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III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION

Refinement of techniques learned in 95A emphasizing professional color output. Students
produce color prints from color transparencies, negatives and intemegatives. Methods include
masking techniques when necessary. Explorative techniques such as combination printing,
instant print material, collage, and painting with light are covered In addition, a specific color
project will be completed. This project should be of the quality to be included in the students'
portfolio for employment.

(The content of this course varies. Students may enroll without repeating subject matter. Credit
limited to a total 8 semester units.)

IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES

The student will:

A. Demonstrate the ability to expose color negative films of professional quality by
assignments stressing color theory, negative color film characteristics, and color exposure
calculations.

B. Produce a standard reference negative to be used in printing calculations for establishing
a filter pack.

C. Evaluate visually specific colors and their presence (and degree of presence) in color
prints as color shifts.
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D. Utilize color relationships in monochromatic prints using black and white materials as
starting point.

E. Employ color filtration and other enlarger filters to control color paper balance.

F. Distinguish the charactics of natural and artificial light sources and apply this knowledge
when selecting color negative film stock.

G. Differentiate the characteristics of various "brand" name - negative films and utilize their
suitability for specific assignments.

H. Examine the work of major photographic artists using color negative materials and the
historical evolution of color photographic processes.

V. COURSE CONTENT

Lecture Topics and Laboratory Demonstrations
(Lecture and demonstrations may not be taught in this sequence)

A. Introduction to Color Negative Film
1. How negative films work
2. Types of film available
3. Processing

B. Course overview
1. Student responsibilities
2. Student requirements
3. Acceptance of project
4. Course Objectives

C. Nature of Light and Film Reproduction
1. Characteristics of lighting situations
2. Exposure determination
3. Film latitudes

D. The Sun As Light Source
1. Sky reflection, UV light
2. Polarizing filters
3. The Human Eye and color temperature accommodation

E. The Nature of Color Negative Films and Processes
1. Film Types and Color Balance

a. Tungsten Type L
b. Daylight Types

2. Modern Day Tri-pack Color Film Constructions
a. Professional color negative films
b. Amateur color negative films
c. Basic chemical theory

F. Procedure when taking films to be processed
1. Exposure considerations: pushing film vs. normal processing
2. Care in sorting and transporting color negative films

a. Airport detection's systems
b. Heat, humidity, and cold temperature limitations
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3. Field Trip to processing plant in Bay Area

G. Testing and Evaluation of Color Negative Films
1. Color Rendering and color palette
2. High Saturation films and Portrait films
3. On purpose color shifts
4. Long Exposures, Reciprocity Considerations and corrections

H. Densitometry and Sensitometry
1. Their function and operation
2. Analyzing negatives for proper exposure
3. Analyzing negatives to determine correct color filters to use when printing

I. Printing Color Negatives
1. Analyzing color balance
2. Analyzing contrast
3. Print manipulation

a. Burning in
b. Dodging
c. Use of color filters to alter local color in print
d. Flashing to reduce contrast

4. Color enlarger usage
5. Roller - Transport processors vs. Drum processors
6. Basic chemical theory

J. Retouching and Finishing Color Paper
1. Removing dust spots, bright areas and scratches
2. Alter color in the print
3. Mounting and matting color prints

K. Black and White Prints from Color Negatives
1. Using special black and white paper
2. Using monochromatic color paper
3. Using black and white contrast filters to control contrast

L. Characteristics of Light and Color when Printing
1. Hue
2. Value or brightness
3. Saturation
4. Additive and Subtractive Color Systems

M. Available Light Illumination
1. Problems of analysis
2. Problems of control

a. Filter gels
b. Dominating existing light
c. Uses of Flash

3. Fluorescents: discontinuous spectrum
a. Filtration deficiency
b. Filter factors
c. Reciprocity Failure

N. Night Photography
1. Twilight
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2. Exposure guides
3. Subjective use of color
4. Flash Usage
5. Reciprocity Law Failure and color films
6. Night Field Session

O. Classroom and Laboratory Demonstrations

1. Using the Color Print Processor
2. Using the Color Film Processor
3. Using the Print Trimmer in total darkness
4. How to Make and Use a Four-Flap Easel
5. How to use a MacBeth Color Checker
6. How to do Print Retouching and Finishing
7. How to do Print Flashing
8. How to Dodge and Burn witfi. Color Filters
9. How to use a Color Analyzer
10. How to do Drum Processing of Color Prints
11. How to make Black and White Prints from Color Negatives

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments

1. Assignment #1.
a. Objective #1:

b. Objective #2:
c. Objective #3:

d. Objective #4:

e. Objective #5:
f. Objective #6:

Exposing the Standard Negative
To learn in what manner several types of modern day color
negative films record the real world of color differently.
To learn to identify a properly exposed color negative.
To begin to understand "latitude" and its relationship to
film type and ASA.
To objectively establish a working film speed by using the
densitometer to measure density.
To create a master standard reference negative.
To learn how to use the color film processor.

2. Assignment #2: Printing the Standard Reference Negative
a. Objective #1: Make a print of a standard reference card that exactly

matches the reference card.
b. Objective #2: Learn to analyze and correct color casts.
c. Objective #3: Learn how to use a color enlarger.
d. Objective #4: To learn how to use the color print processor.

3. Assignment #3: Printing a Ring-Around
a. Objective #1: To make 6 prints of the standard reference negative, each

print exhibiting one specific additive or subtractive color
cast. Each print will have four varying saturations of its
color cast.

b. Objective #2: To further enhance the skill of analyzing and correcting
color casts.

c. Objective #3: To create a set of reference prints that demonstrative
various known saturations of the six additive and
subtractive colors used in color printing.

4. Assignment #4: Off-Easel Densitometry
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a. Objective #1: To learn to use a densitometer to determine the correct
color balance of an unknown negative.

b. Objective #2: To learn how to use sensitometry to interpret the results.
c. Objective #3: To learn the advantaged and limitations of Off-Easel

Densitometry.
d. Objective #4: To learn how to eliminate neutral density.

5. Assignment #5: Printing Black and White Negatives on Color Paper
a. Objective #1: To print two black and white negatives on color paper and

achieve a neutral color cast as well as a monochromatic
color cast, for a total of four prints.

b. Objective #2: To recognize and work with color crossovers.
c. Objective #3: To use color in a subjective, psychological way to emphasis

and idea or emotions.

6. Assignment #6: Portraiture'
a. Objective #1: To create two 16 x 20 inch formal portraits of one or two

people.
b. Objective #2: To learn how to print a proper skin tone.
c. Objective #3: To learn how to make a 16 x 20 inch print.
d. Objective #4: To learn how to use a color composition to create an

effective portrait.

7. Assignment #7: Available-Light Photography
a. Objective #1: To create four prints of tungsten and fluorescent lit scenes.

The color shall be printed to the industry standards of
acceptable color rendition when photographing under these
situations.

b. Objective #2: To become familiar with high-speed color negative films.
c. Objective #3: To find out how to evaluate the use of filters in correcting

light illumination.

8. Assignment #8: Night Photography
a. Objective #1: To learn how to correct long exposures for reciprocity

failure.
b. Objective #2: To learn to identify and find out what high-intensity

discharge lights do to color negative film.
c. Objective #3: To learn to use the resulting inaccurate color casts to best

aesthetic advantage.
d. Objective #4: To learn how to correct high-intensity discharge

illumination through the use of gelatin and special filters.

9. Assignment #9: Self-Portrait/Color Key
a. Objective #1: To explore one's personal color preferences through a

series of four self-portraits.
b. Objective #2: To use color and props to communicate a specific message

about the person.
c. Objective #3: To gain further competency in printing skin tones.
d. Objective #4: To gain further competency in communicating with color.

10. Assignment #10: The Final Project
a. Objective #1: To allow the student to produce six prints of a topic of his/

her choosing which reflects the students photographic
interests.
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b. Objective #2: To demonstrate a mastery of color negative printing,
retouching and print finishing.

c. Objective #3: To demonstrate proficiency in executing a project in a
timely and professional manner.

11. Exercises
a. Converting Additive Colors to Subtractive Colors
b. Eliminating Neutral Density
c. Using Color Print Viewing Filters

B. Evaluation

1. Written Midterm and Essay type Final examination
2. Assignment Evaluation and Critiques

a. Clarity
b. Articulateness
c. Accuracy
d. Cohesiveness

3. Evaluation of Final Project in regards to student set goals
4. Exercises are evaluated and critiqued

C. Texts and Other Materials

1. Text:
a.) Syllabus
b.) Exploring Color Photography 2nd Edition by Robert Hirsch
c.) Elementary Color Printing, by The Editors of Kodak

2. Supplemental Materials

a. Various Hand outs
1.) Technical handouts if appropriate for student projects
2.) Aesthetic and historical handouts of articles if appropriate for
student projects

b. Any department facilities needed to carry out individual student
assignments

c. Items supplied by students
1.) film
2.) film processing
3.) Type C color printing paper
4.) Mounting boards and tissue
5.) Spotting brush and pallete
6.) Negative pages

VII. REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION

Credit/Degree Applicable [meets all standards of Title V, Section 55002 (a)]
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